
IEP's for ADHD
Strategies and Goals

Goal Idea's
By annual review, given direct instruction, Mason will utilize a  
plan/checklist/task list for a 3 step task (completing
homework, writing an essay, doing a project) with visual
cues, and fading adult supports with 70% accuracy as
measured by data chart collection.

When unsure of class assignment, Mason will ask for
clarification from the teacher using taught advocacy
strategies, 3 out of 5 times as measured by teacher
observation and data collection by December 2022

When given a long term assignment or when an
assignment is missed, Mason will use his planner or other
chosen organizational tool, to break assignment up into
mini due dates in 3 out of 5 trials as measured by data
collection by December 2022

When given scenarios of social conflicts, Mason will
demonstrate problem solving skills by identifying the
problem and generating two solutions appropriate to the
situation in 4/5 trials, as measured by data collection by
December 2022.
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When faced with a situation that Mason feels frustrated
Mason will express his emotions verbally or using an
emotions menu on 3 consecutive opportunities with no adult
prompts as measured by data collection and observation
by December 2022

By annual review, given the opportunity to participate in
problem-solving discussions about situations that lead to
frustration, Mason will propose a solution and discuss with
the collaborating adult whether it is realistic and addresses
the concerns of both and adult 70% of the time as
measured by evidence tracked on the Problem Solving Plan
tracking sheet

By annual review, given Direct Specialized instruction, and
the opportunity to participate in problem solving discussions
Student X will demonstrate an improved capacity to
communicate about the factors that are making it difficult to
for him to reliably participate in classroom activities
involving reading, writing , and verbal give and take 80% of
the time as measured by the agreed upon solution and
Problem Solving Plan.

When given a real life or hypothetical problem, John will
identify his perspective and the perspectives of 2 other
people in 4/5 trials, as measured by data collection by
December 2022
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5efe1d2fb7bc6a2cef2b188f/t/6089d6b80fa99822f8a63eb5/1619646136194/ProblemSolvingPlan2021.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5efe1d2fb7bc6a2cef2b188f/t/6089d6b80fa99822f8a63eb5/1619646136194/ProblemSolvingPlan2021.pdf


Strategies to

remember:
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 Social stories provide the student with accurate information about those
situations that he may find difficult, new or frustrating. The situation is
described in detail, using simple terms and focus is given to the area's
that we anticipate to be challenging. For example, social cues, the events
and reactions the student might expect to occur in the situation,
expected or unexpected reactions, who can help when they feel
overwhelmed etc.

Identify the motivator for non-preferred tasks. The motivator may be a
reward, but it may be using a marker instead of a pencil, sitting in a
special chair, being able to chew gum etc. If we can "sweeten" the
challenge, our students will be more motivated to work on the skills they
are learning. 

Individual visual schedule: Visual schedule systems are an easy way to
provide students with consistent cues about their daily activities. They
provide a structure that allows a student to anticipate what will happen
next, reduce anxiety by providing the student with a vision of his/her day
and promote calmness between transitions. This includes visual for
classroom expectations, task checklists, homework assignments etc.

Use open ended questions to check for understanding. Many of our
student impulsively respond that they understand with they don't. Asking
Can you tell me what the first step is? Rather than, Do you know how to
get started? Is going to allow for additional auditory processing time and
allow them to think through the steps with assistance. 
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